
MM-TSK Power Truer Rubber Tire Sander Black  
MM-TSB Power Truer Rubber Tire Sander Blue 
MM-TSP Power Truer Rubber Tire Sander Purple

Powerful High Torque 12V DC Drive Motor
Light-weight aluminum case

3 choices of color/colour
Tested by World champions

Quiet operation

INSTRUCTION MANUAL

Case size............................................................................96x70x73mm
Weight...............................................................................................682g
Input.............................................................................................DC 12V
Minimum Amp power supply...............6A(Muchmore Power master mini)
3 colors/colours of choice...........................................Black, Blue, Purple 

For clockwise (CW) rotation, you should connect Red + 
clip to 12V power supply positive + connection and 
Black - clip to negative - connection. 

For counter clockwise (CCW) rotation, you should 
connect Red + clip to 12V power supply negative - 
connection and Black - clip to positive + connection. 

Tighten the hand screw gently but firmly by turning it 
clockwise.

Hold the tire truer tightly with one hand then turn on the 
switch.

Carefully finish the surface of new tires with a suitable 
file or sander.  Do not cut excessive material.  Turn off 
the switch then wait for the tire to completely stop 
rotating.

Disconnect the hand screw. Fit a rubber tire into the tire truer.
Make sure the instant glue is dried out completely 
before use.
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Safety Instructions.
1. Always ensure the insulation on all cables is intact before connecting the unit to a 12V DC power source. Regularly inspect power supply, leads, plugs, 
cables for wear and damage.
2. Always disconnect the Power Truer from the power source whilst fixing or removing the tire. 
3. Only connect the Power Truer to a 12V DC power source (minimum 6 Amps) 
4. Always use the Power Truer on a clean, flat surface away from other materials. 
5. Wear approved and appropriate eye protection and safety gloves when operating the Power Truer.   If dust is produced then an approved face or dust mask 
should be worn.
6. Keep children and unauthorised persons away from the Power Truer, especially when the Power Truer is being operated. 
7. Always hold the file or sander you are using firmly so that it is not pulled from your hands. 
8. DO NOT use the Power Truer for any purpose other than that for which it is designed.
9. DO NOT wear loose or poor fitted clothing.  Always, remove caps, ties, watches, rings and jewellery and tie up long hair. 
10. DO NOT use the Power Truer in areas where fumes from paint, solvents or flammable liquids pose a hazard. 
11. DO NOT leave the Power Truer running or unattended when not in use.  
12. DO NOT use whilst under the influence of intoxicating medication or alcohol or if you are tired.
13. Always turn the Power Truer off after use and disconnect the power source. 
14. If you are in doubt about using this product, please seek supervision.

Important: Before using this product, please read all instructions carefully making 
note of all safety instructions, warnings and cautions.   This product should only 
be used for its intended purpose and failure to do so may cause damage and/or 
personal injury and will invalidate the warranty of the product.


